#MyZeitgeist Project – Events Outline

Name(s) _______________________________________________________________

Events:

1. Name of event-
   Date (Month/Day/Year)-
   Headline-
   Category of story-
   Description and location of image or video-

   Text (Short summary, no more than 4 sentences)-

2. Name of event-
   Date (Month/Day/Year)-
   Headline-
   Category of story-
   Description and location of image or video-

   Text (Short summary, no more than 4 sentences)-

3. Name of event-
   Date (Month/Day/Year)-
   Headline-
   Category of story-
   Description and location of image or video-

   Text (Short summary, no more than 4 sentences)-
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12. Name of event
Date (Month/Day/Year)
Headline
Category of story
Description and location of image or video
Text (Short summary, no more than 4 sentences)

13. Name of event
Date (Month/Day/Year)
Headline
Category of story
Description and location of image or video
Text (Short summary, no more than 4 sentences)

14. Name of event
Date (Month/Day/Year)
Headline
Category of story
Description and location of image or video
Text (Short summary, no more than 4 sentences)